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This display promotes and engages active 
participation in researching and selecting 
books that are colour coded to represent 
categories of Australian stories.

Stories can be categories in a variety of 
ways including; Australian aboriginal stories, 
Australian stories and stories brought to 
Australia or stories about Australian Places, 
Animals and People or Australian stories about 
the desert, ocean, bush and reef.

Prepare a selection of books and the categories 
for research.

Colour code the categories for example:

Animals  red and yellow

Places  green and yellow

People  blue and yellow

Students sort the books accordingly.

Mural
Cut a 1.5 metre length of Brown Kraft paper; outline the icon in black let dry.

Block in colours typical of the Australian landscape in the background, on the icon and in the 
foreground. Paint the title Australia: Story Country across the top.

Dots
Students research a text that matches a coded category. Students write the title on the front 
and author onto the back of colour-coded dots. The dots are tacked on to large murals of iconic 
Australian landmarks and landscapes (e.g. Uluru, Sydney Opera House, the Great Barrier Reef, map 
of Australia). 

Following groups can either add additional dots to the mural or as a research activity students 
identify the categories then select a dot and find that book in the library during Book Week 
celebrations.

Dots can also be blue tacked to Library shelves as cue to find a Book Week themed book here!

Preparing the Dots
Paint all the dots yellow, when dry paint 
decorative patterns or icons on individual circles 
in red, green and blue.

Materials
• Brown Kraft Paper (Roll) for Mural • Acrylic paint
• Large and small brushes• Cardboard circles• Niko markers
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